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COMPLETIONS OF SIMPLY sm-FACTORIZABLE
(PARA)TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS
LI-HONG XIE*
Abstract. In this paper, firstly, we give some characterizations of simply sm-factorizable
(para)topological groups by continuous real-valued functions. It mainly shows that G
is a simply sm-factorizable (para)topological group if and only if, for each continuous
function f : G→ R, there are a sub-sm-(para)topological group H , a continuous ho-
momorphism h of G onto H and a continuous function g : H → R such that f = g ◦h.
Secondly, applying those results we study the completions of simply sm-factorizable
topological groups. We prove that the equalities µG = ̺ω(G) = υG hold for each
Hausdorff simply sm-factorizable topological group G. This result gives a positive
answer to a question posed by Arhangel’shiˇı and Tkachenko [2, Problem 7.6]. Finally,
we discuss the realcompactification of simply sm-factorizable paratopological groups.
We mainly, among other results, the realcompactification υG of a regular simply sm-
factorizable paratopological group admits a natural structure of paratopological group
containing G as a dense subgroup and υG is also simply sm-factorizable. Some results
in [12] are improved.
1. Introduction
A paratopological group G is a group G with a topology such that the product mapping
of G × G onto G associating xy with arbitrary x, y ∈ G is jointly continuous. A
paratopological group G is called a topological group if the inverse mapping of G onto
itself associating x−1 with arbitrary x ∈ G is continuous.
Slightly reformulating the celebrated theorem of Comfort and Ross [4, Theorem
1.2], we can say that the pseudocompact topological groups are exactly the dense C-
embedded subgroups of compact topological groups. In particular, the Stone-Cˇech com-
pactification, βG, the Hewitt-Nachbin completion, υG, and the Raˇıkov completion, ̺G,
of a pseudocompact topological group G coincide. Hence the Hewitt-Nachbin comple-
tion of the group G is again a topological group containing G as a dense C-embedded
subgroup. Recently, to study connections between properties of X and its dense C-
embedded subspace Y when Y is homeomorphic to a topological group, Arhangel’shiˇı
and Tkachenko introduced some new notions of sm-factorizable, densely sm-factorizable
and simply sm-factorizable (para)topological groups as following:
Definition 1.1. [2, Definition 5.11] A (para)topological group G will be called sm-
factorizable if for each co-zero subset1 U of G there exists a continuous homomorphism
h of G onto a separable metrizable (para)topological group H such that the set h(U)
is open in H and h−1(h(U)) = U . Replacing the assumption that h(U) is open by
that h(U) is dense in some open subset of H, we obtain the definition of a densely
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sm-factorizable (para)topological group. Removing the assumption that h(U) is open,
we obtain the definition of a simply sm-factorizable (para)topological group.
In [2], they showed the following implications and none of these implications can be
inverted(see [2, Example 5.12, Proposition 5.13]):
sm-factorizable ⇒ densely sm-factorizable⇒ simply sm-factorizable.
Recall that a (para)topological group G is called R-factorizable if for every continuous
real-valued function on G can be factorized through a continuous homomorphism onto
a separable metrizable (para)topological group. Arhangel’shiˇı and Tkachenko obtained
that a (para)topological group G is R-factorizable if and only if G is sm-factorizable [2,
Theorem 5.9](In view of the proof of [2, Theorem 5.9], it is worth noting that it need
not any separation axiom on G). However, there is a Hausdorff ω-narrow and simply
sm-factorizable Abelian topological group is not R-factorizable [2, Corollary 5.20]. In [2,
Corollary 5.24] it shows that subgroups of Lindelo¨f topological groups need not be simply
sm-factorizable. Since subgroups of Lindelo¨f topological groups are ω-narrow, ω-narrow
topological groups can fail to be simply sm-factorizable. Also, there exists a densely
sm-factorizable topological Abelian group G such that ib(G) = 2ω [2, Example 5.12], so
densely sm-factorizable topological groups can fail to be ω-narrow. Now we summarize
the relations between R-factorizable, sm-factorizable, densely sm-factorizable, simply
sm-factorizable and ω-narrow (para)topological groups as following:
(1) R-factorizable ⇔ sm-factorizable;
(2) sm-factorizable⇒ densely sm-factorizable ⇒ simply sm-factorizable;
(3) regular sm-factorizable (para)topological groups⇒ (totally) ω-narrow (para)topological
groups;
(4) regualr ω-narrow topological groups; simply sm-factorizable topological groups;
(5) regualr densely sm-factorizable topological groups; ω-narrow topological groups.
We denote the Dieudonne´ completion and Hewiitt-Nachbin realcompactification of a
completely regular space X by µX and υX, respectively. Recall that a topological group
G is called a PT -group if the group operations in G can be continuously extended to
Dieudonne´ completion µG. Since every R-factorizable topological group is a PT -group
[1, Corollary8.3.7], Arhangel’shiˇı and Tkachenko posed the following question:
Question 1.2. [2, Problem 7.6] Is every simply sm-factorizable topological group a
PT -group? What about densely sm-factorizable topological groups?
It is well known that continuous open homomorphic images of R-factorizable topolog-
ical groups are R-factorizable, but unknown whether continuous homomorphic images of
R-factorizable topological groups are R-factorizable [1, Open Problem 8.4.1]. A weaker
version of this problem is given below:
Question 1.3. [2, Problem 7.8] Is every continuous homomorphic image of an R-
factorizable topological group G simply sm-factorizable?
It is known that continuous homomorphic images of simply sm-factorizable topolog-
ical groups need not be simply sm-factorizable [2]. Thus, Arhangel’shiˇı and Tkachenko
posed the following question:
Question 1.4. [2, Problem 7.9] Is every quotient group of a simply sm-factorizable
topological group G simply sm-factorizable? What if G is also ω-narrow?
In this paper, we give some characterizations of simply sm-factorizable (para)topological
groups. Applying those results, we give a positive answer to Question 1.2 and partially
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answer Questions 1.3 and 1.4. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, by con-
tinuous real-valued functions we give some characterizations of simply sm-factorizable
(para)topological groups. We mainly establish that: (1) G is a simply sm-factorizable
(para)topological groups if and only if, for each continuous function f : G → R, there
are a sub-sm-(para)topological group H, a continuous homomorphism h of G onto H
and a continuous function g : H → R such that f = g ◦ h (see Theorem 2.3); (2) an
ω-narrow topological group G is simply sm-factorizable if and only if for any continu-
ous function f : G → R, there is an invariant admissible subgroup Nf of G such that
f is constant on gNf for each g ∈ G (see Theorem 2.14). Section 3 gives a positive
answer to a question posed by by Arhangel’shiˇı and Tkachenko [2, Problem 7.8]. It
mainly shows that the equalities µG = ̺ω(G) = υG hold for every Hausdorff sim-
ply sm-factorizable topological group G and, therefore, G is completion friendly (see
Theorem 3.2). In the last section, we mainly study the completions of simply sm-
factorizable paratopological groups. We establish that: (1) Let G be a regular simply
sm-factorizable paratopological group; then the realcompactification υG of the space G
admits a natural structure of paratopological group containing G as a dense subgroup
and υG is also a simply sm-factorizable paratopological group(see Theorem 4.3); (2) let
G be a regular paratopological group such that the topological group G∗ associated to
G is ω-narrow and simply factorizable; then the realcompactification υG of the space G
admits a natural structure of paratopological group containing G as a dense subgroup
and the equality υG = µG holds(see Theorem 4.12).
All spaces are not assumed to satisfy any separation axiom unless otherwise stated.
A space X satisfies T3-separation axiom if for any point x ∈ X and a neighborhood
Ox ⊆ X of x, there is a neighborhood Ux ⊆ X of x such that Ux ⊆ Ox. A space X is
regular if X is a T3-space with T1-separation axiom.
LetX be a space with topology τ . Then the family { Int U : U ∈ τ} constitutes a base
for a coarser topology σ onX. The space Xsr = (X,σ) is called the semiregularization of
X. One of the main results regarding the semiregularization of paratopological groups
is the following theorem proved by Ravsky in [9]:
Theorem 1.5. Let G be an arbitrary paratopological group. Then the space Gsr carrying
the same group structure is a T3 paratopological group. If G is Hausdorff, then Gsr is a
regular paratopological group.
2. Characterizations of simply sm-factorizable (para)topological groups
In this section, we shall give some characterizations of simply sm-factorizable (para)topological
groups by continuous real-valued functions. The following concept plays an important
role.
A (para)topological group G is sub-sm-(para)topological group if G has a coarser
separable metrizable (para)topological group topology.
The following Proposition 2.1 is obvious
Proposition 2.1. Every sub-sm-(para)topological group is simply sm-factorizable.
Recall that an cardinal function is the index of narrowness of a paratopological group
G denoted by ib(G). By definition, ib(G) is the minimal cardinal τ ≥ ω such that
for each open neighbourhoof U of the identity in G there is a set A of G such that
AU = UA = G and |A| ≤ τ . If ib(G) = ω for a paratopological group, then G is
called ω-narrow. For a paratopological group G with a topology τ , one defines the
conjugate topology τ−1 on G by τ−1 = {U−1 : U ∈ τ}. Then G′ = (G, τ−1) is also
a paratopological group, and the inversion x → x−1 is a homeomorphism of G onto
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G′. The upper bound τ∗ = τ ∨ τ−1 is a topological group topology on G, and we call
G∗ = (G, τ∗) the topological group associated to G. A paratopological group G is totally
ω-narrow if the topological group G∗ associated to G is ω-narrow.
Since every ω-narrow topological group with T0-separation(totally ω-narrow regular
paratopological group) of countable pseudocharacter admits a continuous one-to-one
homomorphism onto a separable metrizable (para) topological group (see [1, Corollary
3.4.25 ] and [8, Lemma 1.6]). Thus we have:
Lemma 2.2. Every ω-narrow topological group with T0-separation(totally ω-narrow reg-
ular paratopological group) G with countable pseudocharacter is a sub-sm-(para)topological
group.
Now we give a characterization of simply sm-factorizable (para)topological groups by
continuous real-valued functions as following:
Theorem 2.3. Let G be a (para)topological group. Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(1) G is simply sm-factorizable;
(2) for each continuous function f : G → R, there are a sub-sm-(para)topological
group H, a continuous homomorphism h of G onto H and a continuous function
g : H → R such that f = g ◦ h.
(3) for each continuous function f : G→ R, there are a regular sub-sm-(para)topological
group H, a continuous homomorphism h of G onto H and a continuous function
g : H → R such that f = g ◦ h.
Proof. (1)⇒ (2). Let V be a countable base of R consisting co-zero sets. Then each
element of the family U = {UV = f
−1(V ) : V ∈ V} is a co-zero set in G. Since G is sim-
ply sm-factorizable, for each UV ∈ U there is a separable metrizable (para)topological
group HUV and a continuous homomorphism hUV of G onto HUV such that UV =
h−1UV (hUV (UV )). Let h = ∆UV ∈UhUV be the diagonal mapping of the family {hUV :
UV ∈ U} and
∏
UV ∈U
HUV is the topological product of the family {HUV : UV ∈ U}.
Clearly, h : G→ h(G) ⊆
∏
UV ∈U
HUV is a continuous homomorphism and H
′ = h(G) is
a separable metrizable (para)topological group. Now Let H have a group structure as
same as H ′ and endow H with the quotient topology of the mapping h. Then clearly H
is a sub-sm-(para)topological group and h : G→ H is open. Thus it is enough to show
that there is a mapping g : H → R such that f = g ◦h. This is equivalent to show that:
for each g1, g2 ∈ G, if h(g1) = h(g2) then f(g1) = f(g2). In fact, if f(g1) 6= f(g2), then
there is a V ∈ V such that f(g2) ∈ V and f(g1) /∈ V . Thus g2 ∈ UV and g1 /∈ UV . Since
UV = h
−1
UV
(hUV (UV )), we have h
−1(h(g2)) =
⋂
W∈V h
−1
UW
(hUW (g2)) ⊆ h
−1
UV
(hUV (UV )) =
UV . This implies h(g1) 6= h(g2). The proof is completes.
(2)⇒ (1). Let U be a co-zero set in G. Then there is a continuous function f : G→ R
such that U = f−1(R \ {0}). Thus there are a sub-sm-(para)topological group H, a
continuous homomorphism h of G onto H and a continuous function g : H → R such
that f = g◦h. Let i : H → H ′ be the identity mapping and H ′ is a separable metrizable
(para)topological group. Then one can easily show that U = (i◦h)−1(i(h(U))) and i◦h
is a continuous homomorphism. This shows that G is simply sm-factorizable.
Now we shall show that (2) ⇔ (3). Since every T0-topological group is regular, the
implications (2)⇔ (3) for topological groups are obvious.
For paratopological groups, it is enough to show that (2)⇒ (3). Let G be a paratopo-
logical group and satisfies (2). ThenH is a Hausdorff paratopological group. Let Hsr be
the semiregularization of H. Then Hsr is a regular paratopological group by Theorem
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1.5. From the fact that let f : X → Y be a continuous mapping of X to a regular space
Y ; then f remains continuous as a mapping of the semiregularization Xsr of X to Y
[17, Lemma 3.5], one can easily show that Hsr is a sub-sm-paratopological group and
g : Hsr → R is continuous. Clearly, f = g ◦ (i ◦ h), where i : H → Hsr is the identity
mapping. The proof is finished. 
A space X is called weakly Lindelo¨f if for each open cover V of X there is a countable
subfamily U of V such that
⋃
U is dense in X.
Corollary 2.4. [2, Proposition 5.18] Every weakly Lindelo¨f topological group G is simply
sm-factorizable
Proof. Take any continuous function f : G→ R. According to [1, Theorem 8.1.18], one
can find a continuous homomorphism π : G→ H onto a topological group H such that
the pseudocharacter of H is countable and a continuous real-valued function h on H
such that f = h◦π. Every weakly Lindelo¨f topological group is ω-narrow [1, Proposition
5.2.8]. Hence the group G and its continuous homomorphic image H are ω-narrow as
well. According to Lemma 2.2 H is a sub-sm-topological group and therefore, G is
simply sm-factorizable by Theorem 2.3. 
Let ϕG,2 : G → H be a continuous surjective homomorphism of semitopological
groups. The pair (H,ϕG,2) is called a T2 -reflection of G if H is a Hausdorff semitopo-
logical group and for every continuous mapping f : G → X of G to a Hausdorff space
X, there exists a continuous mapping h : H → X such that f = h ◦ ϕG,2. We denote
by T2(G) the T2-reflection of G, thus omitting the corresponding homomorphism ϕG,2
[15]. The mapping ϕG,2 is called the canonical homomorphism of G onto T2(G).
Proposition 2.5. A paratopological group G is simply sm-factorizable if and only if
so is the T2-reflection T2(G) of G.
Proof. Let G be simply sm-factorizable. Take any continuous function f : T2(G) →
R. Then f ◦ ϕG,2 is continuous real-valued function on G, and therefore, there are a
sub-sm-paratopological group H, a continuous homomorphism h of G onto H and a
continuous function g : H → R such that f ◦ ϕG,2 = g ◦ h by Theorem 2.3. Since
H is a Hausdorff paratopological group, there is continuous function k : T2(G) → H
such that k ◦ ϕG,2 = h. Observing that ϕG,2 and h are homomorphisms, so one can
easily show that k is also a homomorphism. Clearly, k(T2(G)) as a subgroup of H is
a sub-sm-paratopological group and f = g ◦ k, so T2(G) is simply sm-factorizable by
Theorem 2.3.
Let T2(G) be simply sm-factorizable. Take any continuous function f : G→ R. Since
R is a Hausdorff space, there is continuous function k : T2(G)→ R such that k◦ϕG,2 = f .
Further, by Theorem 2.3, from the fact that T2(G) is simply sm-factorizable it follows
that there are a sub-sm-paratopological group H, a continuous homomorphism h of
T2(G) onto H and a continuous function g : H → R such that k = g ◦ h. Thus we have
that
f = k ◦ ϕG,2 = g ◦ (h ◦ ϕG,2).
This implies that G is simply sm-factorizable by Theorem 2.3. 
Proposition 2.6. A paratopological group G is simply sm-factorizable if and only if
so is the semiregularization Gsr of G.
Proof. Let G be simply sm-factorizable. Take any continuous function f : Gsr → R.
Clearly, f is continuous on G, and therefore, there are a regular sub-sm-paratopological
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group H, a continuous homomorphism h of G onto H and a continuous function g :
H → R such that f ◦ ϕG,2 = g ◦ h by Theorem 2.3. Since H is regular, by [17, Lemma
3.5] h is also continuous on Gsr. Therefore, Gsr is simply sm-factorizable by Theorem
2.3.
Let Gsr be simply sm-factorizable. Take any continuous function f : G → R. Then
by [17, Lemma 3.5] f is also continuous on Gsr, and therefore, there are a sub-sm-
paratopological groupH, a continuous homomorphism h of Gsr ontoH and a continuous
function g : H → R such that f ◦ ϕG,2 = g ◦ h by Theorem 2.3. Thus we have that
f = g ◦ (h◦ i), where i : G→ Gsr is the identity mapping. This implies that G is simply
sm-factorizable by Theorem 2.3. 
Let f : X → Y be a continuous mapping. Then f is said to be d-open if for each
open set O of X there exists an open set V of f(X) such that f(O) is a dense subset of
V .
Recall that a Hausdorff paratopological group G has countable Hausdorff number,
i.e. Hs(G) ≤ ω, if for each open neighbourhood U of the identity e in G there is a
countable family {Un : n ∈ ω} of open neighbourhoods of e such that
⋂
n∈ω UnU
−1
n ⊆ U .
A paratopological group G is called ω-balanced if for each open neighbourhood U of the
identity e in G there is a countable family {Un : n ∈ ω} of open neighbourhoods of e
such that for each g ∈ G there is Un satisfying gUn ⊆ Ug. It is well known that every
(totally)ω-narrow (para)topological group is ω-balanced.
Lemma 2.7. Let G be a Hausdorff weakly Lindelo¨f paratopological group with Hs(G) ≤
ω. If G is ω-balance, then for any continuous real-valued function f on G one can find
a d-open continuous homomorphism π : G → K of G onto a regular paratopological
group K with countable pseudocharacter and a continuous function h : K → R such
that f = h ◦ π.
Proof. By [8, Theorem 2.4], there is an open continuous homomorphism π : G → K
of G onto a Hausdorff paratopological group K and a sequence {Vn : n ∈ ω} of open
neighborhoods of the identity eK in K such that {eK} =
⋂
n∈ω Vn. Let Ksr be the
semiregularization of K. Since K is a Hausdorff paratopological group, Ksr is a regular
paratopological group by Theorem 1.5. Clearly, the sequence {Vn
◦
: n ∈ ω} is of open
neighborhoods in Ksr containing the identity eK and {eK} =
⋂
n∈ω Vn
◦
. This implies
that Ksr has countable pseudocharacter. By [17, Lemma 3.5], h remains continuous
on Ksr. Since the identity mapping i : X → Xsr is d-open continuous for any space
X [18, Lemma 3.2], one can easily check that i ◦ π : G → Ksr is d-open continuous
homomorphism. Clearly, f = h ◦ (i ◦ π). The proof is finished. 
Corollary 2.8. [8, Theorem 2.9] Every totally ω-narrow weakly Lindelo¨f paratopological
group G is simply sm-factorizable
Proof. Since the properties weakly Lindelo¨f and totally ω-narrowness are preserved by
continuous functions and continuous homomorphisms, respectively, according to Propo-
sitions 2.5 and 2.6, we can assume that G is regular. In fact, by Theorem 1.5, (T2(G))sr
is a regular weakly Lindelo¨f and totally ω-narrow paratopological group.
Take any continuous function f : G → R. Since every regular totally ω-narrow
paratopological group H is ω-balance [10, Proposition 3.8]and satisfies that Hs(H) ≤
ω[13, Theorem 2], by Lemma 2.7 one can find a d-open continuous homomorphism
π : G→ K of G onto a regular paratopological group K with countable pseudocharacter
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and a continuous function h : K → R such that f = h ◦ π. Clearly, K is totally ω-
narrow, so by Lemma 2.2 K is a sub-sm-paratopological group and therefore G is simply
sm-factorizable by Theorem 2.3. 
It is well known that a subgroup H of an R-factorizable topological group G is z-
embedded in G if and only if H is R-factorizable. Now we shall consider the z-embedded
subgroups of simply sm-factorizable (para)topological groups.
Proposition 2.9. A (para)topological group G is simply sm-factorizable if and only if
for each continuous function f : G → Rω, there are a sub-sm-(para)topological group
H, a continuous homomorphism h of G onto H and a continuous function g : H → Rω
such that f = g ◦ h.
Proof. According to Theorem 2.3 it is enough to prove the necessity. Take any contin-
uous function f : G → Rω. For each i < ω, denote by pi the projection of R
ω to the
ith factor. Then pi ◦ f : G→ R is a continuous real-valued function. Since G is simply
sm-factorizable, there are a sub-sm-(para)topological group Hi, a continuous homomor-
phism hi of G onto Hi and a continuous function gi : Hi → R such that pi ◦ f = gi ◦ hi,
for each i < ω. Denote by h the diagonal product of the homomorphisms {hi : i < ω}.
Then h : G→
∏
i<ωHi is a continuous homomorphism and the image K = h(G) is sub-
sm-(para)topological group. For each i < ω, let qi :
∏
j<ωHj → Hi be the projection.
Then hi = qi ◦ h. Finally, denote by g
′ the Cartesian product of the family {gi : i < ω}.
Then g′ :
∏
i<ωHi → R
ω is continuous. Now we shall prove that f = g′ ◦ h. In fact, for
each i < ω and each x ∈ G,
pi ◦ f(x) = gi ◦ hi(x) = gi ◦ qi ◦ h(x) = pi ◦ g
′ ◦ h(x).
Hence, put g = g′|K , then f = g ◦ h. 
Theorem 2.10. Let G be a simply sm-factorizable (para)topological group. If the sub-
group H is z-embedded in G, then H is simply sm-factorizable.
Proof. Take any continuous function f : H → R. Let V be a countable base of R
consisting co-zero sets. Then each element of the family U = {UV = f
−1(V ) : V ∈ V}
is co-zero set in H. Since H z-embedded in G, for each U ∈ U there is a continuous
function gUV : G → R such that g
−1
UV
(R \ {0}) ∩ H = UV . Denote by g the diagonal
product of the family {gUV : UV ∈ U}. Then g : G → R
U is continuous. Since U
is countable and G is simply sm-factorizable, according to Proposition 2.9 there are a
sub-sm-(para)topological group K, a continuous homomorphism h of G onto K and a
continuous function k : K → RU such that g = k ◦h. Now we have the following Claim.
Claim. f(x1) = f(x2) whenever h(x1) = h(x2) for each x1, x2 ∈ H.
If f(x1) 6= f(x2), then there is V ∈ V such that f(x1) ∈ V but f(x2) /∈ V . Thus
x1 ∈ g
−1
UV
(R \ {0}) but x2 /∈ g
−1
UV
(R \ {0}). This implies that
g−1(g(x1)) =
⋂
W∈V
g−1UW (gUW (x1)) ⊆ g
−1
UV
(gUV (x1)) ⊆ g
−1
UV
(R \ {0}).
Since x2 /∈ g
−1
UV
(R \ {0}) , we have that x2 /∈ g
−1(g(x1)). This implies that g(x1) 6=
g(x2). Thus, h(x1) 6= h(x2) by g = k ◦ h. This is a contradiction.
According to the above Claim, there is a function j : h(H)→ R such that f = j◦h|H(j
need not continuous when h(H) is endowed with the subspace topology of the space K).
Now denote by h(H)∗ with the quotient topology on h(H). Then h|H : H → h(H)
∗
is open, so the function j : h(H)∗ → R is continuous. Clearly, h(H)∗ is a sub-sm-
(para)topological group. This finishes the proof. 
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Question 2.11. Let H be a subgroup of a topological group G. Is H z-embedded in G
when H and G are simply sm-factorizable?
Next, we shall give a characterization of simply sm-factorizable topological group in
ω-narrow topological groups.
Definition 2.12. Let G be a topological group and {Un : n ∈ ω} a sequence of open
symmetric neighborhoods of the identity e in G such that U2n+1 ⊆ Un, for each n ∈ ω.
Then N =
⋂
n∈ω Un is a subgroup of G which is called admissible.
Lemma 2.13. Let f : G → H be a continuous homomorphism of topological groups
G and H. If H has countable pseudocharacter, then f−1(e) is an invariant admissible
subgroup of G, where e is the identity of H.
Proof. Clearly, f−1(e) is an invariant subgroup, so it it is enough to show that f−1(e)
is admissible. Since H is a topological group with countable pseudocharacter, one
can easily find {Un : n ∈ ω} a sequence of open symmetric neighborhoods of the
identity e in H such that U2n+1 ⊆ Un, for each n ∈ ω and {e} =
⋂
n∈ω Un. Then
{f−1(Un) : n ∈ ω} a sequence of open symmetric neighborhoods of the identity e
′ in G
such that (f−1(Un+1))
2 ⊆ f−1(Un), for each n ∈ ω and f
−1(e) =
⋂
n∈ω f
−1(Un). This
implies that f−1(e) is admissible. 
Theorem 2.14. An ω-narrow topological group G is simply sm-factorizable if and only
if for any continuous function f : G→ R, there is an invariant admissible subgroup Nf
of G such that f is constant on gNf for each g ∈ G.
Proof. Let G be a simply sm-factorizable topological group. Then, according to The-
orem 2.3, there are a sub-sm-topological group H, a continuous homomorphism h of
G onto H and a continuous function g : H → R such that f = g ◦ h. Clearly, H has
countable pseudocharacter, so by Lemma 2.13 the homomorphism kernel Nf = h
−1(e)
of h is an invariant admissible subgroup. Since f = g ◦ h, one can easily show that f is
constant on gNf for each g ∈ G.
Let f : G → R be any continuous function. Then there is an invariant admissible
subgroup Nf of G such that f is constant on gNf for each g ∈ G. Let G/Nf be the quo-
tient topological group of G and π : G → G/Nf is the quotient homomorphism. Since
G is ω-narrow and every continuous homomorphism image of an ω-narrow topological
group is ω-narrow, G/Nf is an ω-narrow topological group with countable pseudochar-
acter by [16, Lemma 2.3.6]. Hence, by Lemma 2.2, G/Nf is a sub-sm-topological group.
Observing that f is constant on gNf for each g ∈ G and π : G→ G/Nf is open, so one
can find a continuous function k : G/Nf → R such that f = k ◦ π. From Theorem 2.3
it follows that G is simply sm-factorizable. 
Remark 2.15. In view of the proof of Theorem 2.14, we obtain that: let f : G → R
be a continuous function on topological group G; Then if G is simply sm-factorizable,
then there is an invariant admissible subgroup Nf of G such that for each g ∈ G, f is
constant on gNf .
The following result partially answers Question 1.3.
Corollary 2.16. Let h : G → H be a continuous homomorphism of topological groups
G and H such that for each invariant admissible subgroup K ⊆ G, h(K) contains an
invariant admissible subgroup of H. If G is simply sm-factorizable and H is ω-narrow,
then H is simply sm-factorizable.
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Proof. Let f : H → R be any continuous function. Since G is simply sm-factorizable,
according to Remark 2.15 there is an invariant admissible subgroup Nf◦h of G such that
for each g ∈ G f ◦h is constant on gNf◦h. According to assumption h(Nf◦h) contains an
invariant admissible subgroup Nf of H. Since h is homomorphism and for each g ∈ G
f ◦ h is constant on gNf◦h, one can easily show that for each k ∈ H, f is constant on
kNf . Observing that H is ω-narrow, from Theorem 2.14 it follows that H is simply
sm-factorizable. 
Every neighbourhood of the identity e in a topological group contains an admissible
subgroup [1, Lemma 5.5.2]. If the topological group is ω-balance, then we have that:
Lemma 2.17. Every neighbourhood of the identity e in an ω-balanced topological group
G contains an invariant admissible subgroup
Proof. Since every ω-balance topological group is a subgroup of topological product
of first countable topological groups [1, Theorem 5.1.9], one can easily show that for
each open neighbourhood U of e there is a continuous homomorphism h on G onto
a first countable topological group H such that there is an open neighbourhood V of
the identity eH in H satisfying h
−1(eH) ⊆ h
−1(V ) ⊆ U . It is obvious that eH is an
invariant admissible subgroup in H, so one can easily check that h−1(eH) is an invariant
admissible subgroup in G and is contained in U . 
Recall that a space X is a P -space if every Gδ-set in X is open. A P -group means
that a (para)topological group G is a P -space when G as a space. The following result
partially answers Question 1.4.
Corollary 2.18. Every ω-narrow topological group H as a quotient group of simply
sm-factorizable P -group is R-factorizable.
Proof. Let h : G→ H be a quotient homomorphism and G is a simply sm-factorizable
P -group. Since every ω-narrow simply sm-factorizable P -group is R-factorizable [2,
Proposition 5.23], it enough to show that H is simply sm-factorizable. Since G is simply
sm-factorizable, according to Remark 2.15 there is an invariant admissible subgroup
Nf◦h of G such that for each g ∈ G, f ◦h is constant on gNf◦h. Therefore, f is constant
on xh((Nf◦h) for each x ∈ H. Observing that G is a P -space and h is open (every
quotient homomorphism is open), so h((Nf◦h) is an open neighbourhood of the identity
in H. Since H is ω-narrow, H is ω-balanced, and furthermore, h((Nf◦h) contains an
invariant admissible subgroup Nf . It is obvious that f ◦ h is constant on xNf for each
x ∈ H, so H is simply sm-factorizable by Theorem 2.14, because of the ω-narrowness
of H. 
Question 2.19. Let h : G → H be a quotient homomorphism of topological groups G
and H. Does h(N) contain an invariant admissible subgroup of H for each invariant
admissible subgroup N of G?
3. Completions of simply sm-factorizable topological groups
In this section we shall study the completions of simply sm-factorizable topological
groups. We shall answer Question 1.2 positively. A is Gδ-dense in a space X if every
Gδ-set in X intersections with A. A space X is called Moscow if for each open set U of
X the closure U of U is a union of some Gδ-sets in X.
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Proposition 3.1. . Let H be a Gδ-dense simply sm-factorizable subgroup of a topo-
logical group G. Then H is C-embedded2 in G.
Proof. Take any continuous function f : H → R. Then according to Theorem 2.3
there are a sub-sm-topological group F , a continuous homomorphism h of H onto F
and a continuous function g : F → R such that f = g ◦ h. Let ̺G and ̺F be Raˇıkov
completions of topological groupsG and F , respectively. SinceH is dense in ̺G, one can
extend h to a continuous homomorphism h˜ : ̺G→ ̺F . Denote by ̺ωG and ̺ωF the Gδ
closures of G and F in ̺G and ̺F , respectively. Since F is a sub-sm-topological group,
F has countable pseudocharacter and hence F is a Moscow space [1, Corollary 6.4.11
(1)]. It is well known that if a Moscow space Y is Gδ-dense subspace of a homogeneous
sapce X, then X is also a Moscow space and Y is C-embedded in X [1, Theorem 6.18].
Since ̺ωF is a topological group and F is a Moscow space, F is C-embedded in ̺ωF .
Hence one can extend g to a continuous function g˜ : ̺ωF → R. Since H is Gδ dense
in G, h˜(G) ⊆ ̺ωF . Thus g˜ ◦ h˜|G is a continuous extension of f . It proves that H is
C-embedded in G. 
Below c(X) denote the cellularity of a space X. Let ̺G be the Raˇıkov completion
of topological groups G and denote the Gδ-closure of G in ̺G by ̺ωG. A topological
group is called completion friendly if G is C-embedded in ̺ωG. The following result
gives a positive answer to Question 1.3.
Theorem 3.2. Let G be a Hausdorff simply sm-factorizable topological group. Then
the equalities µG = ̺ωG = υG hold and therefore, G is completion friendly.
Proof. Since ib(H) ≤ 2ω holds for every simply sm-factorizable topological group H [2,
Proposition 5.14], we have that ib(G) ≤ 2ω. From the fact that c(H) ≤ 2ib(H) holds
for every topological group H [1, Theorem 5.4.10] it follows that c(G) ≤ 22
ω
. From [1,
Theorem 6.2.2] it follows that the cardinal number 22
ω
is Ulam non-measurable, so the
cardinality of every discrete family of open sets in G is Ulam non-measurable and hence
the equality µG = υG hods by [1, Lemma 8.3.1].
Since µG = υG and G is C-embedded in the Dieudonne´ complete group ̺ω(G) by
Proposition 3.1, we conclude that µG = ̺ω(G) = υG. 
Corollary 3.3. Every Hausdorff simply sm-factorizable topological group G is PT -
group, i.e., the Dieudonne´ completion µG of the space G admits a natural structure of
topological group containing G as a dense subgroup.
By Corollary 2.4 and Theorem 3.2 one can obtain the following result:
Corollary 3.4. [11, Proposition 2.4] Every Hausdorff weakly Lindelo¨f topological group
satisfies the equalities µG = ̺ω(G) = υG and, therefore, is completion friendly.
Corollary 3.5. [2, Theorem 5.21] Let G be a simply sm-factorizable topological group,
which is C-embedded in a regular Lindelo¨f space. Then the group G is R-factorizable.
Proof. Let G be C-embedded in a regular Lindelo¨f space X. Without loss of generality,
we can assume that G is dense in X. Thus, υG = X. Since every C-embedded subspace
of a regular Lindelo¨f is pseudo-ω1-compact [2, Corollary 3.3], the space G is pseudo-
ω1-compact. It now follows from [1, Corollary 8.3.3] that X = υG = µG, i.e. the
Hewitt-Nachbin and Dieudonne´ completions of G coincide. By Corollary 3.3 X is a
2A subset A in a space X is called C-embedded if for each continuous real-valued function f on A
there is a extension F of f on X.
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homeomophic to a Lindelo¨f topological group and further more, is R-factorizable, so G
as a C-embedded subgroup of the R-factorizable topological group X is R-factorizable
[7, Theorem 3.2]. 
4. Completions of simply sm-factorizable paratopological groups
From [12, Lemmas 3 and 4] it follows the following result:
Lemma 4.1. Let G be a paratopological group satisfying Hs(G) ≤ ω. Then the Gδ-
closure of arbitrary subgroup H of G is again a subgroup of G.
Lemma 4.2. The topological product G =
∏
α∈ΛHα of any family sub-sm-paratopological
groups satisfies Hs(G) ≤ ω.
Proof. According to [14, Proposition 2.3] it is enough to show that any sub-sm-paratopological
group H satisfies Hs(H) ≤ ω. Since H is a sub-sm-paratopological group, the identity
mapping i : H → H ′ is continuous, where H ′ has a group structure as same as H and
H ′ is a separable metrizable paratopological group.
Let {Un : n ∈ ω} be a local base of the identity e in H
′. Since H ′ is metrizable, one
can easily show that {e} =
⋂
n∈ω UnU
−1
n . Hence, for each open neighbourhood V of e
in H, we have that {e} =
⋂
n∈ω UnU
−1
n ⊆ V . This implies Hs(H) ≤ ω. 
Theorem 4.3. Let G be a regular simply sm-factorizable paratopological group. Then
the realcompactification υG of the space G admits a natural structure of paratopolog-
ical group containing G as a dense subgroup and υG is also a simply sm-factorizable
paratopological group.
Proof. Since every regular paratopological group is a Tychonoff space [3, Corollary
5], so is G. Let {fα : α ∈ Λ} be all continuous functions on G. Since G is simply
sm-factorizable, from Theorem 2.3 it follows that for each α ∈ Λ there are a regular
sub-sm-paratopological group Hα, a continuous homomorphism hα of G onto Hα and a
continuous function gα : Hα → R such that fα = gα ◦ hα. Since the family {fα : α ∈ Λ}
separates point and closed in G, so does {hα : α ∈ Λ}. Therefore, the diagonal product
h of the family {hα : α ∈ Λ} is a topological isomorphism of G onto the subgroup
h(G) ⊆ Π =
∏
α∈ΛHα. Now we assume that G as a subspace of Π.
By Lemma 4.2, we have that Hs(Π) ≤ ω. Therefore, the Gδ-closure H of G in Π is
a subgroup by Lemma 4.1. We claim that the subspace H of Π is realcompact. Since
for each α ∈ Λ, Hα is a sub-sm-paratopological group, i.e., Hα has a coarser separable
metrizable paratopological group topology, Hα is Dieudonne´ complete [1, Proposition
6.10.8] and the cardinality |Hα| of Hα satisfying |Hα| ≤ 2
ω. Hence, the cellularity of
the space Hα is less than 2
2ω , which is Ulam non-measurable by [1, Theorem 6.2.2] and
therefore, the space Hα is realcompact by [1, Proposition 6.5.18]. Therefore, the space
Π =
∏
α∈ΛHα is realcompact as a product of the realcompact Hα. It also follows from
the definition of H that the complement Π \H is the union of family of Gδ-sets in Π.
Further, every Gδ-set in Π is the union of a family of zero-sets in Π, and the complement
Π\Z is realcompact, for each zero-set Z in Π (see [5, Corollary 3.11.8]). By [5, Corollary
3.11.7], the intersection of a family of realcompact subspaces of a space is realcompact.
Therefore, H is realcompact as the intersection of a family of cozero-sets in Π. Now we
shall show that G is C-embedded in H, which implies that υG = H [6, Theorem 8.6].
In fact, for each continuous real-valued function f on G, without loss of generality,
we assume that f = fα for some α ∈ Λ. Then gα ◦πα|H : H → R is the extension of fα,
where πα|H is the restriction on H of the αth projection πα : Π =
∏
α∈ΛHα → Hα. In
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fact, since fα = gα ◦ hα, for each g ∈ G, we have that
gα ◦ πα|H(h(g)) = gα ◦ hα(g) = fα(g).
Hence, we have proved that the realcompactification υG of the space G admits a natural
structure of topological group containing G as a dense subgroup.
It remains to verify that the paratopological group H is a simply sm-factorizable.
Take any continuous function g : H → R and by f denote the restriction of g on to
G. Then we can find α ∈ Λ such that f = fα, whence it follows that fα = gα ◦ hα.
Since πα(H) = Hα and πα|G = hα, we have that g = gα ◦ πα|H. Thus the continuous
homomorphism πα|H of H onto Hα factorizes the function g. Therefore, by Theorem
2.3 H is simply sm-factorizable. 
Corollary 4.4. Let G be a regular simply sm-factorizable paratopological group with the
cellularity G is Ulam non-measurable. Then the equality µG = υG hods. Furthermore,
the Dieudonne´ completion µG of the space G admits a natural structure of paratopolog-
ical group containing G as a dense subgroup and µG is also a simply sm-factorizable.
Proof. Since the cardinality of every discrete family of open sets in G is Ulam non-
measurable and hence the equality µG = υG hods by [1, Lemma 8.3.1]. Therefore, the
statement directly follows from Theorem 4.3. 
Corollary 4.5. Let G be a regular totally ω-narrow and weakly Lindelo¨f paratopological
group. Then Then the equality µG = υG hods. Furthermore, the Dieudonne´ completion
µG of the space G admits a natural structure of paratopological group containing G as
a dense subgroup and µG is also a simply sm-factorizable.
Proof. According to Corollary 4.4 it is enough to show that G is a simply sm-factorizable
paratopological group with the cellularity of G is Ulam non-measurable. Since G is
totally ω-narrow and weakly Lindelo¨f, from Corollary 2.8 it follows that G is simply
sm-factorizable. Since, by [1, Theorem 5.4.10], the c(H) ≤ 2ω holds for every ω-
narrow topological group H and G∗ associated to G is ω-narrow, G as a continuous
homomorphism image of G∗ satisfies that the cellularity of G is less or equal 2ω, which
is Ulam non-measurable. The proof is finished 
Corollary 4.6. Let G be a simply sm-factorizable paratopological group, which is C-
embedded in a regular Lindelo¨f-Σ space. Then the group G is R-factorizable.
Proof. Let G be C-embedded in a regular Lindelo¨f-Σ space X. Without loss of gener-
ality, we can assume that G is dense in X. Thus, υG = X. Since every C-embedded
subspace of a regular Lindelo¨f is pseudo-ω1-compact [2, Corollary 3.3], the space G is
pseudo-ω1-compact. i.e., the cellularity G is Ulam non-measurable. It now follows from
[1, Corollary 8.3.3] that X = υG = µG, i.e. the Hewitt-Nachbin and Dieudonne´ com-
pletions of G coincide. By Corollary 4.4 X is homeomorphic to a paratopological group
containing G as a dense paratopological subgroup and furthermore, is R-factorizable [17,
Corollary4.14], so G as a C-embedded subgroup of the R-factorizable paratopological
group X is R-factorizable [19, Theorem 3.2]. 
Remark 4.7. In Corollary 4.6 the condition ‘Lindelo¨f-Σ’ can not be weakened to Lindelo¨f.
In fact one can easily obtain that the Sorgenfrey line S is a simply sm-factorizable
paratopological group by Theorem 2.3, but not R-factorizable[17, Remark 3.22].
Corollary 4.8. [12, Theorem 1] Let G be an R-factorizable regualr paratopological
group. Then the Dieudonne´ completion µG of the space G admits a natural structure
of paratopological group containing G as a dense subgroup.
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Proof. Since every regular paratopological group is a Tychonoff space [3, Corollary
5], and every Tychonoff R-factorizable paratopological group is totally ω-narrow, i.e.
the topological group G∗ associated to G is ω-narrow, the c(G∗) ≤ 2ω [1, Theorem
5.4.10] and furthermore, G as a continuous image of satisfies that c(G) ≤ c(G∗) ≤ 2ω.
Therefore, the statement directly follows from Corollary 4.4, since G is R-factorizable
and furthermore, G is simply sm-factorizable. 
Proposition 4.9. Let G be a regular paratopological group. If the topological group
G∗ associated to G is simply factorizable and ω-narrow, then so is G.
Proof. Let N = {Ni : i ∈ I} be all invariant subgroup N of G such that the quotient
group G/N is a sub-sm-paratopological group.
Claim 1. The family N is closed under countable intersections.
Take any countable subfamily N ′ = {Nik : ik ∈ I, k ∈ ω} ⊆ N . Let ϕNik :
G → G/Nik be the natural quotient homomorphism. Then the diagonal product
ψ : G →
∏
Nik∈N
′ G/Nik of the quotient homomorphisms {ϕNik : ik ∈ I, k ∈ ω} is a
continuous homomorphism. Since every G/Nik is a sub-sm-paratopological group, so is
the countable product
∏
Ni
k
∈N ′ G/Nik . Further, ψ(G) as a subgroup of
∏
Ni
k
∈N ′ G/Nik
is also a sub-sm-paratopological group. Clearly, the homomorphism kernel kerψ of ψ
satisfying kerψ =
⋂
N ′. Then one can easily show that the quotient group G/kerψ is
a sub-sm-paratopological group and this implies that
⋂
N ′ = kerψ ∈ N . The proof of
Claim 1 is finished.
Claim 2. The diagonal product ϕ : G → ϕ(G) ⊆ Π =
∏
Ni∈N
G/Ni of the family
{ϕNi : Ni ∈ N} is a topological isomorphism, where each ϕNi : G → G/Ni be the
natural quotient homomorphism.
Since G is regular totally ω-narrow, G is ω-balance [10, Proposition 3.8] and satisfies
that Ir(G) ≤ ω[13, Theorem 2]. Then from [14, Theorem 3.6, Lemma 3.7], it follows
that: for each open neigbourhood U of the identity e in G, there is a continuous homo-
morphism h : G→ H onto a separable metrizable paratopological group H and an open
neigbourhood V of the identity in H such that h−1(V ) ⊆ U . Hence, one can easily show
that the homomorphism kernel kerh of h belongs to N . This implies that the family
mapping {ϕNi : Ni ∈ N} can separate the point and closed set in G, and therefore, the
diagonal product ϕ is a topological isomorphism. The proof of Claim 2 is completes.
Claim 3. Every Gδ-set P in G
∗ with e ∈ P contains Ni for some i ∈ I.
According to Claim 2, we can identify G with the subgroup ϕ(G) of Π. Then item
(a) of [12, Lemma 4] implies that G∗ is a subgroup of topological group Π∗ associated
to Π. Notice that Π∗ ∼=
∏
Ni∈N
(G/Ni)
∗ by item (c) of [12, Lemma 4], where (G/Ni)
∗
is the topological group associated to G/Ni for each i ∈ I. Since P is a Gδ-set in G
∗
with e ∈ P , one can find a countable set J of I such that
⋂
j∈J πj(Vj) ∩G
∗ ⊆ P , where
πj is the projection of the jth factor of Π
∗ and Vj is an open neighbourhood of the
identity ej of (G/Nj)
∗ for each j ∈ J . This implies that
⋂
j∈J πj(ej) ∩G
∗ ⊆ P . Notice
that the group structure of G is as same as G∗, so we have that
⋂
j∈J πj(ej) ∩ G ⊆ P .
Put N =
⋂
j∈J Nj . Since J is countable, it follows from Claim 1 that N = Ni for some
i ∈ I. It also clear that N =
⋂
j∈J πj(ej) ∩G ⊆ P , whence Claim 3 follows.
Take any continuous function f : G → R. Then f remains continuous on G∗. Since
G∗ is simply sm-factorizable, there are a sub-sm-paratopological group H, a continuous
homomorphism h of G∗ onto H and a continuous function g : H → R such that f = g◦h
by item (2) of Theorem 2.3. Since H is a sub-sm-paratopological group, the identity eH
of H is a Gδ-set in H. Therefore, the homomorphism kernel h
−1(eH) is Gδ-set in G
∗.
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Then from Claim 3 it follows that there is an Ni ∈ N such that Ni ⊆ h
−1(eH). Since
f is constant on gh−1(eH) for each g ∈ G
∗ and the group structure of G is as same as
G∗, f is constant on gNi for each g ∈ G. Therefore, there is a mapping l : G/Ni → R
such that f = l ◦ ϕNi , where G/Ni is endowed with the quotient topology and ϕNi is
the natural quotient homomorphism form G onto G/Ni. Since ϕNi is continuous and
open, l is continuous. Clearly, G/Ni is a sub-sm-paratopological group, G is simply
factorizable by Theorem 2.3. 
Question 4.10. Can the condition ‘ ω-narrow’ be dropped in Proposition 4.9?
Since every Hausdorff R-factorizable topological group is ω-narrow and simply sm-
factorizable, from Proposition 4.9 ti follows that:
Corollary 4.11. If the topological group G∗ associated to a regular paratopological group
G is R-factorizable, then G is simply sm-factorizable.
Theorem 4.12. Let G be a regular paratopological group such that the topological group
G∗ associated to G is ω-narrow and simply factorizable. Then the realcompactification
υG of the space G admits a natural structure of paratopological group containing G as
a dense subgroup and the equality υG = µG holds.
Proof. According to Proposition 4.9, G is a regular simply sm-factorizable paratopo-
logical group. From the fact that c(H) ≤ 2ib(H) holds for every topological group H
[2, Theorem 5.4.10] it follows that c(G) ≤ 2ω. From [1, Theorem 6.2.2] it follows that
the cardinal number 2ω is Ulam non-measurable. Therefore, from Corollary 4.4 it fol-
lows that the realcompactification υG of the space G admits a natural structure of
paratopological group containing G as a dense subgroup and the equality υG = µG
holds. 
It is well known that every Hausdorff R-factorizable topological group is ω-narrow and
simply sm-factorizable(see [1, Proposition 8.1.3] and [2, Theorem 5.9]). Thus Corollary
4.13 follows from Theorem 4.12.
Corollary 4.13. [12, Theorem 2] Let G be a regular paratopological group such that the
topological group G∗ associated to G is R-factorizable. Then the realcompactification
υG of the space G admits a natural structure of paratopological group containing G as
a dense subgroup and the equality υG = µG holds.
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